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We saw what our interviewees

struggled with and enjoyed most

from their dining experiences. Now,

we are brainstorming solutions to

address their problems.

RECAP
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DOMAIN NARROWING

What is an everyday

problem most people

can relate to?

How can we improve

the dining/ordering

experience for

customers?



a D1 women’s wrestler at
Columbia University

ADDITIONAL INTERVIEWEES

Annie
an 18yo high school senior 
& waiter at Cheesecake Factory

Travis



WHAT WE LEARNED

Annie

D1 women’s wrestler
at Columbia University

Even though she lives in
NY, she avoids dining out

because of the lack of
healthy options around

her.

Annie prioritizes the
nutritional content of her

food (protein, carb,
sodium intake) over
customers reviews.



WHAT WE LEARNED

Travis

an 18yo high school senior &
waiter at Cheesecake Factory

Restaruant staff &
management don’t often

utilize platforms like
Google Reviews, Yelp, etc.

The most common question
customers ask is 

“What do you recommend?”
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POVS + HMWS



We met…
Jason, a Stanford student who enjoys eating out but
suffers from several food allergies

We were surprised to realize…
He likes the idea of trying new restaurants and meals,
but always ends up ordering the same dishes he is
already familiar with

We wonder if this means…
Jason has not been properly accommodated in the
past, making him subconsciously hesitant to explore
new foods

It would be game-changing to…
Help Jason feel confident in exploring new foods by
enabling him to access additional information about
items on a menu

INITIAL POVS

Help those with dietary restrictions
identify restaurants that can properly
accommodate their needs?

Help customers prioritize meals that
fit their dietary restrictions through
visualizations?

HMW...



We met…
Annie, a D1 college wrestler who follows a strict diet to
perform her best in competition

We were surprised to realize…
She often sticks to what she’s familiar with because
she has specific nutritional content that she’s looking
for in a meal, including protein, macros, and sodium
intake

We wonder if this means…
Annie wants to explore new foods but feels deceived
by restaurants that inaccurately or incompletely list
their ingredients

It would be game-changing to…
Help Annie explore and understand precise
information about the ingredients in her meals

POV 1 & HMW 1

Help restaurants promote the health
benefits of their food?

Help those with dietary restrictions
feel more confident about their dining
choices?

Foster a sense of adventure and
discovery in people’s dining
experiences?

HMW...



We met…
Travis, a high school senior that worked as a waiter at
Cheesecake Factory

We were surprised to realize…
That the staff regularly dealt with customers taking too
long to decide & being left unsatisfied with what they
ordered because it didn’t match expectations

We wonder if this means…
That waiters are also impacted by customer indecision
in terms of satisfaction with their own work and
efficiency

It would be game-changing to…
Assist restaurant staff  in helping customers make
quicker, informed choices on what to order

POV 2 & HMW 2

Help indecisive customers make faster
decisions about what to order?

HMW encourage waitstaff to engage in
more meaningful conversations with
customers to better understand their
preferences and gather feedback
effectively?

HMW improve the overall customer
experience by providing real-time
information and recommendations to
customers?

HMW...



We met…
Jenna, a Palo Alto-based 51-year-old “foodie” who
enjoys traveling around the country

We were surprised to realize…
She is willing to return to a restaurant if she enjoyed
the ambience and customer service, even if she was
unimpressed with the food

We wonder if this means…
She finds social interaction and intimacy to be the
most important parts of a dining experience

It would be game-changing to…
Help Jenna select restaurants that match her vibe by
understanding the mood and environment of the
place prior to attending 

POV 3 & HMW 3

Let diners explore the atmosphere &
food of a restaurant before they visit?

Help restaurants identify their niche
and what makes them unique? 

Encourage customers to find others to
share their dining experiences with?

HMW...
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TOP HMWS



We met…
Annie, a D1 college wrestler who follows a strict diet to
perform her best in competition

We were surprised to realize…
Though she wishes to explore new foods, she often
sticks to what she’s familiar with because she has
specific nutritional content that she’s looking for in a
meal, including protein, macros, and sodium intake

We wonder if this means…
Annie wants to explore new foods but feels deceived
by restaurants that inaccurately or incompletely list
their ingredients

It would be game-changing to…
Help Annie explore and understand precise
information about the ingredients in her meals

POV 1 & HMW 1

HMW...

Foster a sense of adventure &
discovery in people’s dining
experiences?



We met…
Travis, a high school senior that worked as a waiter at a
restaurant over the summer

We were surprised to realize…
That the staff regularly dealt with customers taking too
long to decide & being left unsatisfied with what they
ordered because it didn’t match expectations

We wonder if this means…
That waiters are also impacted by customer indecision in
terms of satisfaction with their own work and efficiency

It would be game-changing to…
Assist restaurant staff in helping customers make
quicker, informed choices on what to order

POV 2 & HMW 2

HMW...

Help indecisive customers make
faster decisions about what to order?



We met…
Jenna, a Palo Alto-based 51-year-old “foodie” who
enjoys traveling around the country

We were surprised to realize…
She is willing to return to a restaurant if she enjoyed
the ambience and customer service, even if she was
unimpressed with the food

We wonder if this means…
She finds social interaction and intimacy to be the
most important parts of a dining experience

It would be game-changing to…
Help Jenna select restaurants that match her vibe by
understanding the mood and environment of the
place prior to attending 

POV 3 & HMW 3

HMW...

Let diners explore the atmosphere &
food of a restaurant before they visit?
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SOLUTIONS



Use AI to personalize
digital menus for each

customer based on their
past preferences and

customer reviews, as well
as encourage them to try

new dishes and explore the
menu

SOLUTION 1

Customers like to order
dishes similar to meals
they have previously
enjoyed

Customers want
recommendations and
value customer reviews

Assumptions

HMW create a sense of 
discovery & adventure?



Find person who regularly
dines out

EXPERIENCE PROTOTYPE #1

Inquire about their favorite
restaurant and dish. Create a

personalized menu highlighting
a new, but similar dish

Record and assess emotions
surrounding dining

experience



RESULTS

What worked

Was drawn to the
personalized
recommendation

Experienced stronger
connection to the
restaurant

Felt cared for

What didn’t work

Recommendation
wasn’t the most
accurate

Discouraged from
selecting other dishes
that could have been
just as enjoyable

Learnings

Customer response to a
recommendation is
difficult to predict

Customers are less likely
to use the app if
inaccurate



Incentivize customers
through a reward system

where customers earn
points/discounts for

providing feedback, trying
new dishes and sharing

photos!

SOLUTION 2

Customers are
incentivized by rewards to
engage more with
feedback system.

Customers already partake
in activities that promote
the restaurant.

Assumptions

HMW create a sense of 
discovery & adventure?



EXPERIENCE PROTOTYPE #2

Find people about to finish
their meal

Ask them to provide feedback in
exchange for a reward

Record eagerness to give
feedback before & after

telling them about incentive



RESULTS

What worked

Offering a reward for
feedback was an
effective incentive

Making it easy for the
participant to leave a
review

What didn’t work

Asking for feedback
about ambiance

Photos

Sharing food on social
media networks (not
everyone is a foodie)

Learnings

Incentives do increase
likelihood of customer
giving feedback

Seamlessly integrating
feedback into the dining
experience is crucial

People don’t go out of
their way to share/review



Menu rating system where
previous customers can
rate and review dishes,

helping indecisive
customers see popular

options

SOLUTION 3

Customers like to order
based on the popularity of
the option

Customers have trouble
deciding what to order
and want help ordering

Assumptions

HMW help indecisive
customers make faster
decisions about what to

order?



Find person who normally
has trouble deciding what to

eat when dining out

EXPERIENCE PROTOTYPE #3

Ask them to order a dish from a
menu with only text, then from
a menu with text + pictures +

ratings + reviews

Record the amount of time it
took them to choose, their

reasoning, and their feelings
about the choice



RESULTS

What worked

All features helped
with indecisiveness,
especially the pictures 

Felt more confident in
his choice

Features helped him
choose faster

What didn’t work

All information
displayed at once was
kind of overwhelming

Upvotes only really
mattered when there
was a huge difference
in upvotes between
items

Learnings

Pictures are the most
important factor

Customers happier with
when they’re confident

Customers like having
all info available to
them (even if not used)
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WHAT’S NEXT



NEXT STEPS

Moving forward, we will iterate on a solution that combines Solutions 1 and 3. 

Use AI to personalize digital menus for each
customer, drawing from past preferences and

menu item reviews and ratings to help indecisive
customers and encourage them to try new dishes

and explore the menu



ETHICAL IMPLICATIONS

Privacy - would need access to data e.g. past
orders, reviews, preferences → transparent data
collection and protection measures

Transparency - customers should understand how
recommendations are made and why certain
dishes are suggested to maintain customer trust

Manipulation - personalized menus may nudge
customers toward expensive items or spending
more, which would be manipulation

Using AI to personalize digital menus has several
ethical implications that should be considered: 

Customers
Restaurants

Who it serves...

Budget-conscious customers
Those without access to technology

Who it might leave out...
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THANK YOU!
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APPENDIX



HMW BRAINSTORM



SOLUTIONS BRAINSTORM


